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Dear All... this summarizes last week's events, "Space for Everyone; Exposing Apartheids," a cooperative
effort of the Middle East Peace Forum, the People's Forum and the Immigrant Support Network..Kim and Don

THE NEW JIM CROW & THE FOUR APARTHEIDS

We hear about "post-racial America."  But OSU Professor Michelle Alexander throws a wrench into premature
celebrations with her book, "The New Jim Crow."  Another way of putting it is just more "American Apartheid."

At two churches last week we looked at the reality of racial separation here and abroad through the lens of
FOUR APARTHEIDS (it would be five with a native American speaker).  Wednesday was the Unitarian-
Universalist Society in Cleve Hts. on Lanchashire; Thursday at St. Paul's Community on Franklin on the near
Westside.

The case studies presented were from the United States, Israel and of course South Africa. 

In my (Kim Hill's) introduction I made the link between the killing of 400 students in the Soweto Massacre in
1976, who were protesting an apartheid curriculum in their schools, and the killing of 400 Palestinian youth in
the Gaza Massacre
two years ago.  International jurist Richard Goldstone called events in Gaza a "war crime."  No one disputes
that systematic institutionalized separation in South Africa was "apartheid." Now in 2010 a group of South
African legal scholars,  the HSRC (Human Sciences Research Council), meticulously details the comparable
institutional arrangements, cynically designed by Israel for Palestinians.  If it walks like...and talks like....it
must be......

Skip Schiel was our featured speaker.  He is a Quaker.  His photographic slide presentation documents
Israel's "Matrix of Control" in the West Bank (terminology borrowed from Israeli peace activist Jeff Halper).
Skip's graphic photographic record of Israel's separation Wall, segregated roads, dehumanizing checkpoints,
illegal settlements
and ubiquitous soldiers with automatic weapons leaves no doubts of Israel's intentions.  Then there are the
cruel, inexplicable house demolitions, the usurpation of water and the wanton destruction of groves of
Palestinian olive
trees. Mostly paid for with $3 billion per year in tax dollars from the U.S.

The most chilling photographic slide, when enlarged, showed an Israeli sniper with his telescopic sights
targeted
on Skip's camera lens. Also shown was a young Israeli peace activist, shot with a rubber-coated steel bullet
by
an Israeli soldier, leaving his face horribly disfigured, permanently blind in his left eye.
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THEN THERE IS Apartheid in United States. Rev. Colin Bossen of the Unitarian Society in Cleveland Hts
explained

his civil disobedience in Arizona, with eighty other protesters.  Arrested and jailed, they witnessed against
Arizona's new state law which racially profiles all Latinos there.  Also, Latinos from Cleveland testified to their
experiences
here with the arrest and deportation of those designated "illegal aliens."  Left behind without parents are the
children who are often American citizens.  Migrants employed by U.S. companies do work others are reluctant
to take and
are then casually tossed out.  As a result, many in the Latino community live in constant fear for their loved
ones..

Two compelling speakers, Norma Freeman and Mark Jefferson, interpreted life as lived for African Americans
in Cleveland's urban core.  The school system and the job market here both constitute a kind of apartheid, in
their
stark contrast to suburban schools and job opportunities.  Further, urban violence runs out of control among
urban youth. Cleveland ranks first for urban poverty in the nation. Cleveland's police and prosecutors too often
ignore the needs, or abuse the legal and human rights, of those they are paid to "protect and serve."  Justice
is often seen
as racially biased when it comes to Cleveland's majority Black population.

Finally, a self-evident psychological theme runs through the Four Apartheids.  The U.S., Israel and South
Africa are historical, European settler states which imposed their will on indigenous people of color.  Now,
there is alarm that demographic trends, and demands for human rights, spell dramatic changes in power
relationships.  Disenfranchised people of color, exercising democratic rights as majorities, may now
successfully challenge the "White Supremacy."  For South Africa that was in 1990; for the U.S. it could be
2040; and for Israel it will be soon.

Yet, what's to worry?  Thomas Jefferson set it out in 1776:  All men (now women too) are created equal and
only
desire life, liberty and happiness.  Millions of "bi-racial" children are living proof to the hopeful possibilities.
Millions
more are learning to live successfully in multi-cultural community, despite the growing pains.  W.E.B. Dubois
warned of the problem of the "color line" in the 20th Century.  Now in the 21st, we can see a New Day
dawning.
     
    (Thanks go to Rev. Colin Bossen and Rev. Doug Horner for hosting our speakers)            Kim Hill
________________________________________________________________________

MORE INFORMATION:  References for a perspective on colonialism,
race; and resistance to political, cultural and economic domination by
Western "civilization."

Brown by Richard Rodriguez
    (The last discovery of America...the author's self-
      discovery along with multicultural change in the U.S.)

Disintegration by Eugene Robinson
   (The splintering of black America...with emphasis on the
      sector of Black America which has been "abandoned")

The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander
   (Mass incarceration in the age of color blindness)
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The Autobiography of Malcolm X with Alex Haley

Third World America by Ariana Huffington
  (How our politicians are abandoning the middle class
       and betraying the American dream)

The Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon

Frantz Fanon: A Critical Study by Irene Gendzier
   (Gendzier follows Fanon's politics and writing during
      the Algerian revolution and decolonization in Africa)

Imperial Reckoning by Caroline Elkins
   (The untold story of Britain's gulag in Kenya...awarded
      2006 Pulitzer Prize...on the British treatment of Kenyans,
      not unlike Bantustans in S. Africa and Israel's Gaza siege)

The Vietnamese and Their Revolution by Paul Mus
   (The classic by the French archaeologist who accurately
      discerned cultural patterns presaging Western defeat)
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